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Abstract. The Portable Ice Nucleation Chamber 2 (PINCii) is a newly developed continuous flow diffusion chamber (CFDC)

for measuring ice nucleating particles (INPs). PINCii is a vertically-oriented parallel plate CFDC that has been engineered to

improve upon limitations of previous generations of CFDCs. This work presents a detailed description of the PINCii instrument

and the upgrades that make it unique compared to other operational CFDCs. The PINCii design offers several possibilities for

improved INP measurements. Notably, a specific icing procedure results in low background particle counts, which demonstrates5

the potential for PINCii to measure INPs at low concentrations (< 10 #/L). High spatial resolution wall-temperature mapping

enables the identification of temperature inhomogeneities on the chamber walls. This feature is used to introduce and discuss a

new method for analyzing CFDC data based on the most extreme lamina conditions present within the chamber, which represent

conditions most likely to trigger ice nucleation. A temperature gradient can be maintained throughout the evaporation section

in addition to the main chamber, which enables PINCii to be used to study droplet activation processes or to extend ice crystal10

growth. A series of both liquid droplet activation and ice nucleation experiments were conducted at temperature and saturation

conditions that span the spectrum of PINCii’s operational conditions (-50 ≤ temperature ≤−15 ◦C and 100 ≤ relative humidity

with respect to ice ≤ 160 %) to demonstrate the capabilities of PINCii. In addition, typical sources of uncertainty in CFDCs,

including particle background, particle loss, and variations in aerosol lamina temperature and relative humidity, are quantified

and discussed for PINCii.15
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1 Introduction

Ice crystals are abundant in the atmosphere, and approximately 70 % of all cloud occurrences contain ice (Stubenrauch et al.,

2013; Matus and L’Ecuyer, 2017). Yet, ice crystal formation and multiplication processes are poorly represented in atmospheric

models (Fletcher, 1962; Phillips et al., 2008; Niemand et al., 2012; Burrows et al., 2022; Frostenberg et al., 2022). In the atmo-

sphere, ice crystals can form from supercooled aqueous droplets via homogeneous ice nucleation, however, this process occurs20

only at temperatures T ≲−37◦C (Koop et al., 2000b; Murray et al., 2010). In fact, most atmospheric ice results from crys-

tallization processes that occur at higher temperatures (−37◦C < T < 0◦C). This process, called heterogeneous ice nucleation,

requires the presence of aerosol particles (Hoose and Möhler, 2012). Heterogeneous ice nucleation may occur within existing

water droplets (immersion freezing, contact freezing, pore condensation and freezing; Ladino Moreno et al., 2013; Vali et al.,

2015; David et al., 2019) or at sub-saturated water conditions directly from the vapor phase (deposition nucleation; Marcolli,25

2014; Vali et al., 2015).The multiple mechanisms make understanding atmospheric ice nucleating particles (INPs) and their

roles challenging (Vali et al., 2015).

The desire to better understand INPs has led to the development of different instruments and methods for investigating atmo-

spheric ice nucleation mechanisms and processes since the 1940’s. These instruments include cloud chambers (Aufm Kampe

and Weickmann, 1951; Mason, 1962; DeMott et al., 2011; Möhler et al., 2021), filter sampling and nucleation testing methods30

(Langer and Rodgers, 1975; Conen et al., 2012; Hill et al., 2014; Stopelli et al., 2014; Schrod et al., 2016; Schiebel, 2017; Chen

et al., 2018; Porter et al., 2020), and flow reactors, including continuous flow diffusion chambers (CFDCs). Since they were

first developed in the 1980s, multiple generations of CFDCs have emerged for making semi-continuous, online ambient mea-

surements of INPs (Hussain and Saunders, 1984; Tomlinson and Fukuta, 1985; Rogers, 1988; Petters et al., 2009; Richardson

et al., 2007; DeMott et al., 2009; Kanji and Abbatt, 2009; Richardson, 2009; Eidhammer et al., 2010; Richardson et al., 2010;35

Kulkarni et al., 2020; Patnaude et al., 2021). In the mid-2000’s, a vertical parallel plate CFDC, called the Zurich Ice Nucleation

Chamber (ZINC), was introduced (Stetzer et al., 2008). After the initial success of this chamber in laboratory studies, more

parallel plate CFDCs were constructed. A Portable Ice Nucleation Chamber (PINC) was developed at ETH-Zurich with a focus

on field and mobile measurements (Chou, 2011; Kanji et al., 2013, 2019). Several commercialized vertical CFDCs, such as

the Droplet Measurement Technology SPectrometer for Ice Nuclei (SPIN) chamber (Garimella et al., 2016) and the cylindrical40

CFDC-IAS (Handix Scientific, Boulder, Colorado, USA), have also been produced, refined, and made available over the last

decade. Horizontal parallel plate CFDCs were also developed (Kanji and Abbatt, 2009; Lacher et al., 2017). For instance, the

automated Horizontal Ice Nucleation Chamber (HINC-Auto) is the first fully automated CFDC, and has operated continuously

at the Jungfraujoch for more than a year (Brunner and Kanji, 2021).

Despite the number of CFDCs that have been developed, operated, and continue operation today, new systems continue45

to appear, and to-date, no instrument standard has emerged. Here we present a new instrument that has been built through a

large multi-national research collaboration (Boy et al., 2019) in an attempt to address specific short-comings of many existing

instruments. This instrument, the second generation Portable Ice Nucleation Chamber (PINCii), incorporates unique hardware

and operational improvements. For example, engineering upgrades have been made to the ZINC/PINC based design, and
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the temperature control in PINCii has been improved by the addition and better distribution of thermocouples and coolant50

injection(s). The minimum wall temperature achievable with PINCii is ≈−67◦C due to its cascade cooling system. In addition,

we show that the entire chamber can be run with a temperature gradient (including the evaporation section), meaning that the

chamber can be used to extend ice crystal growth or to study droplet activation processes at cold temperatures. Finally, during

PINCii’s characterization and evaluation, new interpretation methods for CFDC observations have been developed to better

account for temperature and relative humidity (RH) uncertainties within the chamber.55

2 Instrument design and operation

CFDCs follow a common principle, whereby a thin layer of sample air containing particles, hereby called a "lamina", is injected

into a chamber (Rogers, 1988). The lamina is sandwiched between two layers of dry and clean sheath air, and the total volume

of sample plus sheath air flows in a laminar regime through an ice-coated chamber(s) that is held at sub-zero temperatures.

Most CFDCs are composed of thermally separated sections with a "growth section" (or "main chamber") and an "evaporation60

section", as shown in Fig. 1. PINCii operates by the same principle, and within the main chamber and the evaporation section,

a continuous ice coating acts as a source of water vapor because the ice slowly sublimates into the sample flow in order to

maintain the vapor pressure (p) at the equilibrium vapor pressure of ice (pi,eq), p = pi,eq(T). In static isothermal conditions, the

chamber walls equilibrate with the flow at ice saturation RHi(T) = 100 %. When a temperature gradient is applied by setting

the temperatures of the walls to different setpoints, the resulting linear temperature and vapor pressure gradients lead to an65

actual vapor pressure away from the walls that exceeds the equilibrium vapor pressure of ice (i.e., p > pi,eq). This is due to the

fact that there is an exponential relationship between temperature and saturation vapor pressure (Clapeyron, 1834; Clausius,

1850; Rogers, 1988). Therefore, the supersaturated conditions with respect to ice and/or water enables ice nucleation or droplet

activation.

Sampled particles, which are travelling within the thin, sandwiched lamina, are exposed to only a narrow range of lamina70

temperature (Tlam) and lamina relative humidity conditions (RHlam) that depend upon the chosen set-point temperatures. For

a given Tlam and RHlam, particles may or may not nucleate ice depending on their capacity to act as INPs. Sampled particles

that are prone to act as INPs at the given lamina conditions nucleate ice and continue to grow in the main chamber section.

Meanwhile, the evaporation section is held in an isothermal condition at the temperature of the warmer main chamber wall.

This makes the evaporation section saturated with respect to ice (relative humidity with respect to ice RHi = 100 %), but sub-75

saturated with respect to liquid water (relative humidity with respect to water RHliq < 100 %). Thus, any liquid droplets are

evaporated while ice particles remain at equilibrium. The ice crystals can ultimately be differentiated from other particles and

counted at the exit of the chamber using particle counting techniques.

2.1 PINCii design

PINCii is a 112 cm × 70 cm × 190 cm instrument that weighs approximately 200 kg and is mounted on wheels to be80

transportable. As shown in Fig 1, the main chamber is 1 m long and 33 cm wide and is constructed of two parallel aluminum
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Figure 1. Schematic of PINCii and its cooling system, including the main elements of the chamber: (a) the sample inlet, (b) the sheath

flow inlets, (c) the water level sensor port, (d), (e) and (h) the SustaPEEK flanges thermally isolating sections of the chamber, (f) refrigerant

cooling coil pipes, (g) support bars, (i) window port, (j) the lower evaporation section with material removed, and (k) the exit hole. The

location of the coolant injections, heating pads and thermocouples on a single wall are also depicted. The injection of coolant to the different

chamber sections is controlled independently, while multiple thin capillaries located after the solenoid valves distribute the coolant evenly to

the selected section.

walls, which were sandblasted and anodized to a depth of 20 ± 4 µm. The aluminum walls are separated by 1 cm of semi-

crystalline thermoplastic (SustaPEEK) sidewall pieces (Fig. 1e). The SustaPEEK material was chosen for its material properties

after low-temperature experiments with polyvinylidene fluoride proved problematic due to mismatched cooling properties that

led to chamber leakage at low temperatures. Flanges of SustaPEEK are also used to thermally isolate individual sections from85

others (Fig. 1 d and h). An aerosol inlet head unit is located on top of the main chamber and composed of four machined pieces

to create two sheath flows sandwiching the sample lamina. The inlet head unit has 6 ports, the sample flow inlet (Fig. 1a), four

sheath flow inlets (2 per side, Fig. 1b), and a water level sensor port (Fig. 1c). After entering, the sample flow is channeled

through a 1 mm slit sandwiched with the sheath flows on each side. Located below the main chamber, the evaporation section

is 43 cm long and contains a two-sided window port (Fig. 1i) designed for mounting the Ice Optical DEpolarization detector90

(IODE; Nicolet et al., 2010) used to distinguish between water droplets and ice crystals. After 20 cm, the 33 cm width of
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the evaporation section narrows smoothly to a 1 cm exit hole (Fig. 1k) where a chosen detector, such as an Optical Particle

Counter (OPC), can be mounted. To lighten the unit and optimize temperature control, material has been removed where the

lower evaporation section begins (Fig. 1j). Unlike the main chamber that has thermally isolated walls, the evaporation section

is constructed of two connected aluminum pieces. The purpose of the thermal connection is to allow the evaporation section to95

operate efficiently in an isothermal mode. However, the evaporation section can also act as an elongation of the main chamber

by extending the temperature gradient along its walls. Figure 1 also highlights the refrigerant cooling coil pipes (Fig. 1f) that

are press-fit into external, machined grooves on the chamber walls and the support bars (Fig. 1g) that are mounted to reduce

chamber distortions from material contraction and/or expansion during cooling and heating cycles.

The PINCii has a two-stage cascade refrigerant compressor system that provides independent cooling to the two upper cham-100

ber walls and the two evaporation section walls via four solenoid valves (Fig. 1). To distribute cooling fluid evenly, a series of

thin injection capillaries are distributed across each wall after the solenoid valves. The design of this system was optimized to

reduce singular, cold injection points given that the refrigerant R-23 (trifluoromethane) operates with an evaporation temper-

ature of -72 ◦C. With the instrument design and heat losses, the actual observed minimum wall temperature is ≈−67◦ C. In

addition to the cooling system, 60 adhesive silicon heating pads (output power: 20 W each) and 56 type-K thermocouples mea-105

suring at 1 Hz (embedded ≈ 7 mm into the chamber walls, or ≈ 5 mm from the ice layers) are used to control the temperature

via 11 individual PID loops controlled with a custom-made LabVIEW program. The same program is used to operate a series

of external pumps, mass flow controllers (MFCs) and valves used to manage the flows inside the chamber, and to record all the

output data, including the OPC data.

2.2 Features unique to PINCii110

Given the abundance of operational CFDCs (Chou, 2011; Garimella et al., 2016; Lacher et al., 2017; Brunner and Kanji,

2021), it is useful to distinguish unique features of the PINCii design. Some of these new design features initially motivated the

PINCii project, while others have emerged during the development process. In fact, the chamber developed and introduced here

is PINCii version 3.0, and to date three PINCii chambers of this version have been commissioned. While further incremental

improvements are likely to emerge, it is likely they will do so in the context of the user community. The version presented here115

is considered to be the PINCii package for which the hardware and operation can be easily reproduced.

Compared to all but a few CFDCs, and in contrast to the first PINC, PINCii has an elongated design, where the main chamber

(100 cm) and the evaporation section (43 cm) are longer than in other instruments (e.g. PINC and SPIN have main chambers

of 56.8 and 100 cm, and evaporation sections of 23 and 25 cm, respectively). The extended chamber(s) enable longer residence

time(s) compared to other existing chambers and thus more time for nucleation and growth of both ice particles and water120

droplets in the main chamber and more time for water droplet evaporation in the evaporation section. As mentioned previously,

the evaporation section can also act as an elongation of the main chamber by extending the temperature gradient applied to the

main chamber. This feature can be used to perform droplet nucleation experiments or to expand ice crystal growth below water

saturation where phase differentiation is not critical, particularly for low temperature ice nucleation experiments where growth

kinetics are limiting.125
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Furthermore, the capillary distribution of the coolant throughout the chamber, together with a dense spatial distribution of

thermocouples and heating pads and a temperature control system, was developed to reduce local temperature variability in

the walls. The dense temperature monitoring has also enabled improved analysis and we suggest new protocols to analyze and

interpret CFDC data in section 3.3.

2.3 Typical chamber operation130

In typical PINCii experiments, the chamber walls are coated with ≈ 1 mm thick ice layers to provide the water vapor source

within the chamber. The icing procedure consists of cooling the walls and flushing the chamber with water (more details

in Section 4.1). As previously outlined, the driving force for ice nucleation is established by setting a temperature gradient

between the walls. As a standard, a 1 L·min−1 sample aerosol flow is sandwiched between two 4.5 L·min−1 dry nitrogen or

dry/clean air sheath flows, resulting in a total flow of 10 L·min−1 through the chamber. The flow rates have been chosen to135

constrain the sample within a lamina with well defined Tlam and RHlam and to avoid wall effects (Fig. 3). A thermodynamic

model that includes the attenuating effect of the ice layer is described in more detail below (cf. §2.4).

All the experiments presented in this study were conducted using a four-channel OPC (Remote 3104, Lighthouse worldwide

solutions, USA) mounted at the exit of PINCii. The size channels (Ch) correspond to the following sizing bins, with dp the

optical particle diameter ; Ch1: 0.3 ≤ dp < 1 µm; Ch2: 1 ≤ dp < 3 µm; Ch3: 3 ≤ dp < 5 µm; Ch4: 5 ≤ dp < 25 µm. In some of140

the results presented here, the channels have been cumulatively combined to result into Ch1: dp ≥ 0.3 µm; Ch2: dp ≥ 1 µm;

Ch3: dp ≥ 3 µm; Ch4: dp ≥ 5 µm. Note that the OPC was re-calibrated to operate with a 10 L·min−1 flow rate.

2.4 Thermodynamic model

The actual thermodynamic conditions to which the sample is exposed are numerically modeled using the thermodynamic model

of Rogers (1988) that has served as the reference for all subsequent CFDCs. The model quantifies temperature, RH, and flow145

fields within the chamber according to the measured flow rates and wall temperatures. Note that the calculations detailed by

Rogers (1988) use several approximations which could potentially be adjusted depending on the CFDC and the experimental

conditions used. For example, Patnaude et al. (2021) modified the approximations to better represent the geometry of their

cylindrical CFDC and measurements at low temperatures and flow rates. Here we updated the model to account for the 1 mm

thick ice layers on the side walls (hatched gray region, Fig. 2). This thickness value is calculated by measuring the total volume150

of water exiting the chamber after an icing / melting cycle, and dividing it by the total surface of the chamber walls. Accounting

for the 1 mm thick ice layers changes both the chamber width and the boundary conditions (i.e., the temperature of the ice

layers). First, the machined 1 cm gap between the chamber walls becomes 0.8 cm and the total chamber volume is decreased

by ≈ 20 %. Then, the ice layers’ temperatures are calculated accounting for the heat transfer between the aluminum chamber

walls (in which the thermocouples are embedded) and the ice/gas interface, after which the chamber flow and thermodynamic155

conditions are calculated across these two ice layers. The detailed calculations performed for PINCii can be found in section

3.3.2 of the Castarède (2021) thesis, which is available digitally. The results are presented in Fig. 2, where the thermodynamic

model output was calculated for a total flow rate of 10 L·min−1, and where the Clausius-Clapeyron relation was used to express
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the dependence of saturation vapor pressure on temperature. It is noteworthy that accounting for the ice layer thickness changes

the Tlam and RHlam, and simultaneously changes the lamina position and the velocity profile across the chamber (Figs. 2 and 3160

(a)). The reduction of the gap between the chamber walls due to the ice layers affects flow reversal (negative velocity), as

seen in Fig. 3 (a) where the velocity is represented as a function of the ice thickness increasing from 0 to 1 mm. While the

standard model from Rogers (1988) predicts flow reversal due to buoyancy, as shown in Garimella et al. (2016), the updated

model predicts a laminar flow profile with negligible reversal even when strong temperature gradients are applied between the

chamber walls, as seen in Fig. 3 (b) where the fraction of reversed flow is represented over the full range of Tlam and RHlam165

achievable with PINCii.
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Figure 2. Thermodynamic model output for the PINCii main chamber when the cold wall (left) is fixed at T = -50 ◦C, the warm wall (right)

at T = -30 ◦C, and the total flow rate is 10 L·min−1. In the top panel (a), the linear gradient of vapor pressure (solid line) is plotted together

with the theoretical equilibrium vapor pressure over ice (dashed line). The bottom panel (b) displays the flow velocity profile (solid line). In

both panels, the sample lamina position (within the dash-dotted lines), the predicted RHi (color-map) and the 1 mm thick ice layers (hatched

gray region) are depicted.
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Figure 3. (a) Flow velocity as a function of ice thickness for fixed wall temperatures of -40.0 and -56.5 ◦C, chosen to represent homogeneous

freezing conditions in PINCii’s main chamber. These conditions (Tlam = -51.3 ◦C and RHi,lam = 155.7 % at ice thickness = 0 mm & Tlam

= -50.1 ◦C and RHi,lam = 154.7 % at ice thickness = 1 mm) are representative of extreme chamber operations for PINCii, with the greatest

potential for buoyancy effects. The lamina position is depicted by the dashed black lines. The white contour line corresponds to a velocity of 0

cm/s and emphasizes where the region with negative velocity starts. Note that the calculations were made for a total flow rate of 10 L·min−1.

(b) Achievable Tlam and RHi,lam assuming fixed wall temperatures between -5 and -60 ◦C and accounting for the droplet breakthrough results

presented in section 3.1. The color map represents the reversed flow fraction defined as the ratio between the reverse (upward) flow and

the normal (downward) flow in the chamber, assuming a 1 mm ice layer on each wall. The black solid line represents water saturation

(RHliq,lam=100 %).
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3 Evaluating the chamber performance

The primary goal of this paper is to present the ability of PINCii to operate reliably and precisely at conditions relevant for

atmospheric ice nucleation. Thus, the chamber was characterized and evaluated using a series of experiments that induce ob-

servable activation and/or nucleation processes and span the range of typical operating conditions. Droplet nucleation, droplet170

breakthrough, deliquescence, and homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing experiments have been performed and compared

to theoretical predictions and previous experimental work (Köhler, 1936; Koop et al., 2000b, a; Welti et al., 2009).

3.1 Droplet nucleation and deliquescence

In addition to its use for ice nucleation experiments, PINCii can be used for droplet activation experiments whereby a temper-

ature gradient is maintained along the entire chamber length, including along the evaporation section. This effectively extends175

the main chamber, allowing droplets to continue to grow and reach the optical detector. In this work, we use this feature to

show that the chamber can actively grow droplets. First, we study the droplet activation of polydisperse ambient aerosol par-

ticles, and then we present a deliquescence experiment with 200 nm Sodium Chloride (NaCl) particles. For both experiment

types, the temperature gradient along the main chamber is extended to the evaporation section, so the evaporation section is no

longer evaporating droplets. The objective of these experiments is to evaluate PINCii’s performance by comparing the RHlam180

measured to values predicted by theory and previous laboratory experiments, both for the deliquescence of NaCl and for the

droplet activation of polydisperse ambient particles just above water saturation (RHliq=100 %).

Results from the droplet nucleation experiments are presented in Fig. 4. Two experiments were conducted with ambient

laboratory air (i.e. polydisperse particles), where we expect larger particles (in the order of magnitude of a micrometer) to

activate just above water saturation (Köhler, 1936). The experiments were conducted on two separate days, and because the185

concentration and composition of particles from the ambient laboratory air may have changed from one day to another, the

results presented in Fig. 4 were normalized by the maximum droplet concentration reached during each ramp. During the

experiments, the RHliq,lam was increased from 90 to 110 % at a rate of 1 %·min−1, and in total seven ramps were conducted

with Tlam between -20 and -35 ◦C. The temperature was kept above -37 ◦C because, at colder temperatures, homogeneous

freezing processes obscure observations of droplet formation. For each ramp, droplet activation was observed at RHliq,lam190

≈ 100 % as predicted by the Köhler theory for the activation onset of microscopic particles (Köhler, 1936; Castarède and

Thomson, 2018). At RHliq,lam > 100 %, the continually increasing concentrations of hydrometeors with dp ≥ 1µm may either

represent the activation of a larger fraction of the aerosol population as supersaturation allows small particles to overcome the

Kelvin barrier (Thomson, 1872; Orr et al., 1958), or the immersion freezing of nucleated droplets if INPs are present within

the sampled particles.195

Experiments with deliquescing NaCl were performed to establish PINCii’s coherence with theory well below water satura-

tion. Deliquescence represents the transition from a soluble particle to a saturated solution droplet (Hämeri et al., 2001; Cheng

et al., 2015; Castarède and Thomson, 2018) and is predicted using Köhler theory, which accounts for the size and compo-

sition of the initial particulate and resulting brine droplet (Köhler, 1936; Castarède and Thomson, 2018). The deliquescence
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Figure 4. Normalized concentration of droplets larger than 1 µm as a function of the RHliq, lam and temperature during the two droplet

activation experiments conducted with polydisperse particles from ambient laboratory air. RH ramps were conducted from RHliq,lam = 90 to

110 % at a ramping rate of 1 %·min−1. Droplet formation was observed at RHliq,lam≈ 100 % (dashed line).

experiments were conducted with NaCl particles, which were generated with an atomizer, dried and then size selected at 200200

nm using an Electrostatic Classifier and Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) (TSI models 3080 and 3081 respectively). The

200 nm NaCl particles were then delivered continuously to PINCii while increasing the RHliq,lam gradually from 70 to 105 %.

Results from the experiment conducted at -35 ◦C are presented in Fig. 5 and compared to experimental deliquescence data

obtained at cold temperature by Koop et al. (2000a). Note that, to account for any variation in the concentration of particles

injected in the chamber, the results are presented as the ratio between the concentration of particles measured by the OPC at205

the exit of PINCii and the total particle concentration measured using a condensation particle counter (CPC; TSI model 3775)

mounted in parallel to PINCii’s inlet. The deliquescence of the 200 nm NaCl particles is difficult to observe with this setup

due to the coarse resolution of the OPC and given that the growth factor for NaCl particles is ≈ 1.8 when transitioning from

their dry to solvated state (Hämeri et al., 2001; Biskos et al., 2006; Cheng et al., 2015). The size transition is however visible

in the smallest OPC size channel, 0.3 ≤ dp < 1 µm, where we observe an increase in the concentration ratio at RHliq,lam ≈ 77210

%, which agrees well with the earlier observations from Koop et al. (2000a) (vertical dashed line in Fig. 5).
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CPC mounted in parallel to PINCii’s inlet, as a function of RHliq,lam at Tlam = -35 ◦C. Deliquescence is observed where the concentration

increases at RHliq,lam ≈ 77 %, which is the deliquescence relative humidity also reported by Koop et al. (2000a) and represented here with

the vertical dashed line. To emphasizes the deliquescence, the median values of the concentration ratio before (6.4e−3) and after (8.1e−3)

the deliquescence relative humidity are shown as dotted lines.

These results suggest that PINCii can be used to study droplet activation at cold temperatures. Such a feature could potentially

be further developed to use PINCii as a low temperature cloud condensation nuclei counter (CCNC). This would however

require a more rigorous characterization of the RHlam and its uncertainty. Indeed, the RHlam within the chamber is inferred

based on measurements of the chamber wall temperatures and flow rates, and is calculated at the average lamina position using215

the equations from Rogers (1988). Because the thermodynamic conditions are estimated using numerical routines, it is difficult

to calculate the uncertainty in these conditions. Richardson (2009) used the Monte-Carlo methods to perturb and randomly

sample analytical solutions to the Rogers (1988) equations in order to explore the uncertainty in the average lamina conditions

in more detail. They found the uncertainty of the average lamina temperature to be insensitive to the wall temperatures and

operational conditions, yet found quite large uncertainty in the supersaturation values (up to 10 %). Based on this, it is clear220

that using PINCii to explore low temperature droplet activation processes would require careful development. For example,

more experiments with well characterized aerosol particles of known size distribution(s) and chemical composition(s) would

be necessary and could be used to provide a reference to better constrain the measurements, as suggested by Richardson (2009).

Moreover, it would also likely require using an optical detector with more size channels at the exit of the chamber.
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3.2 Droplet breakthrough225

Droplet breakthrough refers to chamber conditions at which the evaporation section no longer functions effectively to evaporate

droplets to sizes where they can be distinguished from ice crystals. In these conditions, liquid water droplets grow large enough

in the main chamber that they can propagate through the evaporation section and into the optical detector. This results in large

droplets being counted in the same size channels as ice crystals, and thus particle phase can no longer be reliably determined.

There exist some phase discriminating detectors where phase can be directly determined during detection (Nicolet et al., 2010;230

Garimella et al., 2016; Mahrt et al., 2019), but these have other experimental challenges limiting their use. Moreover, for the

purposes of a general introduction, the use of the simplified evaporation section-to-OPC coupling is considered to be best

practice. It is with such a system that results between chambers can be most straightforwardly discussed, and also where

quantifying droplet breakthrough becomes important.

In Fig. 6, results from droplet breakthrough experiments are shown. These experiments were used to characterize the upper235

limit of the operating conditions for which we can achieve reliable measurements of ice crystals without the impact of droplet

breakthrough. The experiments consisted of ramps from RHliq,lam=95 to 115 % for four selected Tlam, -20, -25, -30 and -35 ◦C,

with an aerosol sample consisting of 200 nm ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) particles at a concentration of ≈ 350 #/cm3. These

particles are not generally ice active, and thus deliquesce to form droplets and continue to grow with increasing RH (Köhler,

1936). Here, we conservatively define droplet breakthrough as the supersaturation point RHDB where the droplet concentration240

exceeds 1·cm−3 in the largest size-channel (dp ≥ 5µm; dashed line in Fig. 6). Droplet breakthrough was observed at RHDB of

103, 104.5, 107.5 and 114.2 % for the experiments at Tlam of -20, -25, -30 and -35 ◦C respectively, indicating that PINCii’s

evaporation section allows for experiments to be performed at a few percent above water saturation, even at the warmest tested

Tlam, without needing to differentiate droplets from ice crystals.
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Figure 6. Concentration of droplets with dp≥5µm as a function of RHliq,lam during the droplet breakthrough experiments. RH ramps were

conducted from 95 to 115 % at a rate of 1 %·min−1 for four fixed Tlam of -20, -25, -30 and -35 ◦C using 200 nm NH4NO3 particles. Droplet

breakthrough is defined as occurring when the droplet concentration exceeds 1·cm−3 (dashed line).
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3.3 Homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing experiments245

3.3.1 Homogeneous freezing experiments

To compare with Koop et al. (2000b), who model homogeneous freezing from solution droplets, experiments were performed

using aerosolized 200 nm NaCl particles at -51 ◦C ≤ Tlam ≤ -39 ◦C, and the results are presented in Fig. 7. The theoretical

homogeneous freezing onset is plotted for a water-activity criterion ∆aw = 0.2946 (Koop et al., 2000b). This water-activity

criterion is calculated assuming the homogeneous freezing of pure water at -36.45 ◦C, the warmest homogeneous freezing250

temperature reported in Murray et al. (2010), and used to represent homogeneous freezing onset assuming equilibrium condi-

tions. In the three panels of Fig. 7, the activated fraction (AF) was calculated as the ratio between the concentration of particles

exceeding a certain size threshold measured with the OPC and the total particle concentration measured using a CPC (TSI

model 3775) mounted in parallel to PINCii’s inlet. In Fig. 7 (a), the observed AF in the largest OPC size channel (dp ≥ 5

µm) is plotted as a function of the average lamina conditions, Tlam and RHlam. Presenting data in this way shows an increasing255

deviation from the Koop et al. (2000b) curve towards lower RHi,lam as the temperature increases from Tlam = -45 ◦C, with the

maximum deviation at Tlam ≈−40 ◦C where the freezing onset is observed 7.2 % RHi,lam below the Koop et al. (2000b) curve.

Figure 7 (a) also shows a slight deviation from the Koop et al. (2000b) curve at Tlam = -49 ◦C, where the freezing onset is ob-

served 1.7 % RHi,lam above the Koop et al. (2000b) curve. These deviations are consistent with previous CFDCs observations

by Garimella et al. (2016); Welti et al. (2020); Brunner and Kanji (2021) who attribute these deviations to either uncertainty in260

the supersaturation or time-dependent effects (aqueous aerosol does not reach equilibrium before freezing).

In Fig. 7 (b), the size threshold used to calculate the AF is changed from 5 µm to 3 µm to account for the fact that growth

of ice crystals becomes kinetically limited as temperature decreases (Rogers and Yau, 1989; Welti et al., 2020) and that, as a

result, a fraction of nucleated crystals do not have long enough residence times to grow to the sizes ≥ 5 µm to be counted in the

OPC’s largest detection channel. This is confirmed by calculating the ice crystal growth by diffusion for spherical ice crystals265

as a function of temperature for the typical residence time (tres ≈15 s) in PINCii (see Fig. A3 in the appendix). Following

Welti et al. (2020), we determine that ice crystals grow up to 2.74 µm at Tlam = -51 ◦C and RHi,lam = 140 % when using a mass

accommodation coefficient for ice α = 0.3 and a initial seed particle diameter dp = 200 nm. Although the change in the size

threshold does not affect the activation curves for Tlam > -45 ◦C, the ice nucleation onsets shift towards lower RHi,lam for Tlam

< -48 ◦C, illustrating the existence of activated ice crystals that have not grown fully to 5 µm for these temperatures. Note that270

similar observations were made by Burkert-Kohn et al. (2017) when comparing two CFDCs using different size thresholds and

by Brunner and Kanji (2021) where different size thresholds were used for different measurement regimes. Given that, in these

cases, the activation onset is observed below water saturation, there is no risk that lowering the size threshold for counting

ice would introduce droplet counting (cf. section 3.2). However, kinetic limitations are not sufficient to explain the observed

deviations, as Figs. 7 (a) and 7 (b) still show ice activation at lower driving force than predicted by the theoretical homogeneous275

freezing onset (Koop et al., 2000b).

An alternative explanation for the observed deviations can be found by looking at the conditions triggering homogeneous

freezing. Homogeneous freezing is an irreversible process where ice formation occurs well above the equilibrium vapor pres-
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sure. Moreover,when the right conditions for nucleation exist and ice formation is stimulated, it will quickly drive water vapor

towards the ice phase due to the strong supersaturation. This suggests that the critical condition for ice formation in PINCii280

is the lamina condition that represents the strongest p, or in other words, the most extreme ice-triggering condition. The high

spatial resolution of PINCii’s temperature monitoring (thermocouples in Fig. 1) enables us to identify chamber-wall tempera-

ture anomalies and calculate lamina conditions in more detail when post-processing the experimental data. The method used

to identify the most extreme conditions is described in Castarède (2021), and we briefly summarize it here. The idea behind

this method is that if a specific location within the chamber favors homogeneous freezing, i.e., conditions above the Koop et al.285

(2000b) line, any ice crystals formed will continue to grow, even if the remaining aerosol trajectory experiences less favor-

able conditions for homogeneous freezing, i.e., conditions below the Koop et al. (2000b) line. In practice, the most extreme

conditions are determined as follows: first, the lamina conditions (Tlam and RHlam) are calculated for each pair of opposing

thermocouples. Ideally, the next step would be to determine the Euclidean distance between each lamina condition and the

Koop et al. (2000b) line. Next, the closest point to the Koop et al. (2000b) line would be identified as the most extreme condi-290

tion if all data points are below it. If one or more data points are measured above the Koop et al. (2000b) line, the point furthest

above it would be considered the most extreme condition. More details can be found in section 3.3.4 and Fig. 3.8 of Castarède

(2021). It is important to note that we use the Koop et al. (2000b) line as a reference to compare our results because it is a

widely accepted approximation of homogeneous ice nucleation, even though previous studies have shown deviations from this

line (Garimella et al., 2016; Welti et al., 2020; Brunner and Kanji, 2021; Schneider et al., 2021). Moreover, since the onset of295

homogeneous freezing is only weakly dependent on temperature compared to saturation conditions, and considering that the

uncertainty associated with Tlam in the homogeneous freezing regime are low (cf. Fig. 12 (b)), the method described here can

be simplified by finding the highest Tlam/RHi,lam within the lamina, which then represents the most extreme conditions.

To validate this new method for analyzing homogeneous freezing data, it was also applied to a more complex natural

salt sample collected from a saline lake in the Qaidam basin (China). More details concerning the sample collection and300

composition can be found in Kong et al. (2022). The sample was wet-dispersed and size-selected (200 nm), and when the

results were plotted against the greatest RHi,lam while using a size threshold dp ≥ 3 µm, the activation onset also matched the

Koop et al. (2000b) prediction for the entire temperature spectrum, as shown in Fig. A1.
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Figure 7. Homogeneous freezing of 200 nm NaCl particles plotted as AF as a function of Tlam and RHi,lam represented in three different

manners: (a) AF of aerosols with dp ≥ 5 µm plotted as a function of the average Tlam and RHi,lam. (b) AF of aerosols with dp ≥ 3 µm

plotted as a function of the average Tlam and RHi,lam. (c) AF of aerosols with dp ≥ 3 µm plotted as a function of the average Tlam and the

maximum RHi,lam. The theoretical curves for water saturation (solid black line) and homogeneous freezing (dashed black line, calculated with

∆aw = 0.2946, Koop et al., 2000b) were added for supplementary information. In each plot, the color scale is used to represent changes

in the AF. The lightest pink region in the color bars represents the ice nucleation onset (also highlighted by the black circles), which was

estimated using the median of the inflection points obtained for each activation curve (see A1 for more information).
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3.3.2 Heterogeneous freezing experiments

Heterogeneous freezing experiments are significantly more problematic to predict than homogeneous freezing and no robust305

theory for a priori prediction is widely accepted. Even relying on past measurements can be problematic because uncon-

trolled variables, such as differences in experimental setups and material changes, can affect results substantially. That said,

certain materials such as minerals, like NX-illite, potassium feldspar (K-feldspar) and bacterial INP (e.g., Snomax®) have seen

widespread use in laboratory tests of heterogeneous ice nucleation and for instrument inter-comparison purposes (Welti et al.,

2009; Hiranuma et al., 2015; DeMott et al., 2018). Here we used NX-illite (Arginotec, NX Nanopowder; see Hiranuma et al.310

(2015) for more information concerning the sample composition) from which particles were dry generated and size selected at

200 nm using the DMA. We conducted the experiments at fixed Tlam, and with RHi,lam ramped linearly from RHi,lam = 100 %

to RHi,lam = 150 % at 1 %·min−1. In Fig. 8, the observed AF for particles with dp ≥ 3 µm is plotted and compared to experi-

mental observations from Welti et al. (2009) who performed similar experiments using the laboratory-based ZINC instrument

(Stetzer et al., 2008). Fig. 8 shows that our measured freezing onsets are in good agreement with the earlier measurements,315

with the exception of the Tlam ≈ -35 ◦C scan, where we observe activation at a RHi,lam approximately 30 % below the RHi,lam

of the onset reported by Welti et al. (2009). The deviation may partly result from uncertainty related to the lamina conditions

as discussed in the following section (cf. §4.3). Welti et al. (2009) reports a temperature dependence of the freezing onset

for -40 ◦C < Tlam < -30 ◦C, where one might expect Tlam to greatly influence the results. DeMott et al. (2018) also reports a

strong sensitivity of NX-illite to RHliq,lam and suggests that it might be partly responsible for the wide range of AF obtained320

for NX-illite experiments conducted with CFDCs. In addition, Hiranuma et al. (2015) mention that using different sample

preparation techniques and measurement methods can result in different AF even when identical test samples are used. In our

case, although we used the same sample as Welti et al. (2009) (Arginotec, NX Nanopowder), we followed two different sample

preparation methods which could also party explain the deviation observed. Indeed, Welti et al. (2009) used a Fluidized Bed

Aerosol Generator (TSI model 3400A) to generate the particles, while in our case the particles were dry generated using dried325

and filtered compressed air flowing vertically through a glass filter containing the dust sample, and were then mixed into a large

volume to homogenize the sample before being transported to the DMA. It is important to note that evaluating experimental

observations using other experimental observations comes with multiplicative uncertainty, and large deviations may result from

accumulated uncertainty for both instruments. Such observations further motivate thorough identification and quantification of

instrumental uncertainties which we discuss in the following section.330
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Figure 8. Heterogeneous freezing of size-selected 200 nm NX-illite particles. The AF of aerosols with dp ≥ 3 µm is plotted as a function

of the average Tlam and RHi,lam. The lightest pink region in the color bar represents AF=1 % (also highlighted by the black circles). For

comparison, the AF=1 % onset of similar particles reported in Welti et al. (2009) is shown as black squares.

4 Measurement uncertainties

Chambers like PINCii come with inherent uncertainties that range from engineering choices to user determined experimental

implementations and settings. For vertically oriented CFDCs, the condensed ice layer is one known source of uncertainty. Ice

crystals can detach from the wall and fall through the chamber and into the detector, being mistaken for nucleated crystals

– this is generally referred to as the chamber "background". In order to correct for this effect, checks are done during every335

experiment by sampling from clean, particle-free air. The measured background concentration is then subtracted from the con-

centration measured during ambient/sample measurements. The intermittency and averaging method used for both background

and sample measurements are user-determined and should be optimized for the systems being studied. Another source of un-

certainty related to vertically oriented CFDCs is the deviation of the lamina position. Indeed, the temperature gradient applied

to create the supersaturation condition can slightly shift the lamina position, which is then no longer at the center of the cham-340

ber (Fig. 2). In addition, steady state modeling shows that, in certain cases where the temperature gradient is large, buoyancy

processes become important and can lead to flow reversal (Rogers, 1988; Garimella et al., 2016), although as shown in Fig. 3,

this also depends on the thickness of the ice layer. Given these inherent sources of uncertainty, it is important to quantify the

fraction of particles exposed to lamina conditions that deviate from the prediction, as well as the fraction of particles lost within

the chamber. In addition, the complex combination of PID-controlled heating pads and pulse-injected refrigerant may result345
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in wall temperature fluctuations which also increase uncertainty in the temperature and humidity conditions to which particles

are exposed. This is explored in depth in Richardson (2009), who modeled the responses of the thermodynamic variables in

the aerosol lamina to different temperature perturbations (temperature oscillations, gradients, etc.) and investigated the impact

of these thermal non-idealities on freezing conditions.

4.1 Background350

The ice-coating on the chamber walls is one of the main limitations of vertical CFDC instruments. The quality and durability of

the ice coatings determine the INP detection limits and the duration of instrument operation. Because the temperature gradient

results in vapor diffusion from the warm wall to the cold wall, and thus in a net evaporation of the warm wall’s ice layer, no

CFDC has an unbounded running time. Typical operational times of four to six hours between re-icing can be expected for

CFDCs (Chou, 2011; Garimella et al., 2016; Lacher et al., 2017; Brunner and Kanji, 2021). However, these operational times355

are greatly affected by the initial quality of the ice layer. When the ice layers become unstable and increase the background,

the CFDCs typically need to be warmed, drained, re-cooled and re-iced to continue experiments.

Here we shortly present the specifics of the icing procedure used with PINCii so that it may be adopted for future use. First,

the main chamber walls are fixed at -23 ◦C, while the evaporation section is fixed to -20 ◦C. Water is then flowed into the

chamber via the exit hole (k in Fig. 1) with a flow rate of ≈ 6 L·min−1, until the water level sensor detects water and stops the360

filling. After a delay of 5 seconds, the water is drained from the chamber using the same exit hole. When water is flowed into

the chamber, it begins to freeze on the walls and the latent heat release warms the walls to nearly 0 ◦C. To avoid cooling too

rapidly, which would deteriorate the quality of the ice-coating and lead to high background counts, the setpoint temperatures

are changed from -23 and -20 ◦C to -5 ◦C while the water is being drained out.Then, both wall temperatures are decreased

step-wise by 5 ◦C increments where the temperature is stabilized at each interval until the desired experimental conditions365

are reached. Throughout the process, a 10 L·min−1 flow of dry nitrogen is introduced through the sheath flow inlets in order

to sublimate structural heterogeneities from the ice coating. Note that, in the field, the dry nitrogen is sometimes replaced by

dry, particle-free air. When the desired experimental conditions are achieved, the outlet (which tends to accumulate water) is

dried before the OPC is re-attached. This is typically done using lint-free laboratory tissue or gently blowing pure nitrogen

at the outlet while keeping the outlet valve closed. Although no direct measurements were realized, results from background370

measurements show that this icing procedure tends to stabilize the ice layers and lead to low and stable backgrounds.

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the background counts from good to mediocre after successive RHi,lam ramps at different

temperatures. The shown data originates from two identical experiments that were conducted during a measurement campaign

(RHi,lam ramped from 110 to 160 % at Tlam -26, -38 and -50 ◦C, each experiment took place over the course of ca. 3.5 h). It

is important to note that experiments are typically done with ramps from the warmest to the coldest temperatures, as we have375

observed that doing so helps preserve a good background. Fig. 9 shows the background counts with a new ice layer before the

first ramp and at the end of the experiments after three ramps, when the ice layer was deteriorated. With a fresh ice layer the

background of PINCii is low, with 67 % of all data points (standard OPC sampling rate of 0.2 Hz) being zero counts (0 #/L)

and 90 % percent of all counts being ≤ 4.8 #/L. However, after three RHi,lam ramps, the ice layer clearly deteriorated and the
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median background count is 60.0 #/L, which is too high for continuing with the measurements. The authors want to emphasize380

that the chamber conditions during these experiments are far from ideal for preserving a mint layer of ice, but they do represent

a real-world example and potential users should be aware that the ice layer conditions evolve when conducting experiments.

Overall, if the ice layer in PINCii is in good condition, the background is very stable and at the lower end of background

measurements reported from earlier CFDCs, which typically range from 1 to 10 counts/L (Chou, 2011), and is within the same

order of magnitude as backgrounds obtained in more recent studies (Boose et al., 2016; Lacher et al., 2021).385
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Figure 9. Histogram of background counts before and after successive RHi,lam ramps from 110 to 160 % at Tlam -26, -38 and -50 ◦C. Note

that at the end of ramp 3, PINCii had been running for approximately 3.5 h. The statistical values denoted in the figure legend have the same

unit as the x-axis.

4.2 Particle loss

Particle losses may arise depending on how the sample of interest travels to and through the chamber, and if there are interac-

tions with surfaces, other particles, and/or buoyancy or turbulence within the chamber. To quantify particle losses, experiments

were conducted by injecting particles of known concentration and measuring the difference at the exit of the chamber. For

these experiments, the total particle concentration was measured using a CPC at the chamber inlet (CPCin, TSI model 3775)390

and the output concentration was measured at the chamber exit (CPCout, TSI model 3787), where the OPC is usually mounted.

The ratio PL represents the fraction of particles that are lost and is defined as:

PL =
CPCin − (CPCout × df)

CPCin
(1)

where df is the dilution factor corresponding to the ratio between the total flow rate exiting PINCii and the sample flow rate

entering the chamber (df =10). The CPC concentrations were adjusted at the beginning of each experiment to take into account395

any offset between the CPCs. Particle loss experiments were performed over the accessible range of thermodynamic conditions

within PINCii using 100 nm PolyStyrene Latex (PSL) spheres. PSL spheres were chosen because they are largely hydrophobic

and non-ice active, and thus minimize nucleation that could result in scavenging.
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Figure 10. Fraction of particles lost (PL, color-bar) measured using 100 nm PSL spheres. For the experiments, RH was increased at 1 %

min−1, beginning from RHi,lam=100 %, for fixed Tlam. Water saturation (solid black line), droplet breakthrough (triangles) and homogeneous

freezing (dashed black line, calculated with ∆aw = 0.2946 following Koop et al. (2000b)) curves are added for supplementary information.

The results presented in Fig. 10 show that negligible particle loss is observed for most chamber conditions, except when,

(i) the saturation condition exceeds droplet breakthrough, and (ii) Tlam < -37 ◦C and RHliq,lam > 100 %, where PL up to 40400

% is observed. It is important to mention that meaningful ice nucleation experiments cannot be conducted in this regime. At

warmer temperatures, beyond droplet breakthrough, a phase discriminating detector could be used. On the other hand, the

colder temperatures are within the realm of homogeneous freezing, and thus the distinction between INPs freezing and ice

observed above the RH conditions for homogeneous freezing cannot be defined. An exception to this would be if laboratory

experiments were done with an aerosol sample known not to freeze homogeneously. Then any ice observed above the RH405

conditions for homogeneous freezing could be attributed to INPs. It is also notable that particle scavenging from nucleated

particles is not observed below the droplet breakthrough curve (at 100 % < RHliq,lam < RHDB). This is strong evidence that the

laminar sample flow minimizes particle-particle interactions.

Additional experiments similar to those described in DeMott et al. (2015) were performed to evaluate whether particles

deviate from the laminar flow. Pulses of 240 nm PSL spheres were input into the chamber by turning on and off a DMA, and410

the measured CPCin and CPCout concentrations are plotted in Fig. 11. For the duration of the experiment, the main chamber

was run at fixed lamina conditions (Tlam = -50 ◦C & RHi,lam = 160 %) with the evaporation section isothermally fixed at T =

-39.6 ◦C and RHi = 100 %.
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Figure 11. Time series of measured particle concentrations at the entrance CPCin (black) and exit CPCout (red) of PINCii for experiments

using inputs of 240 nm PSL spheres. The main chamber was run at fixed lamina conditions (Tlam = -50 ◦C & RHi,lam = 160 %) with the

evaporation section isothermally fixed at T = -39.6 ◦C and RHi = 100 %. The exiting pulses are time shifted by 15 s in order to overlap the

pulse onset. In panel (b), the first pulse pair is highlighted, with the integration limits from equations 2, 3 and 4 illustrated as an example

("0", "end", "peak").

When CPCout is scaled for the sheath flow dilution (by multiplying by 10) and shifted in time by 15 s (the chamber residence

time at these conditions), the result clearly demonstrates the coherence of the input pulse, even upon exiting (Fig. 11a). How-415
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ever, a more detailed view of the first pulse shows slight variations in the peak shape, including an elongated tail resulting from

delayed particles that have passed through the chamber more slowly than expected if they were travelling only within the sam-

ple lamina (Fig. 11b). Quantification of the fraction of delayed particles which most likely do not experience lamina condition

is done by assessing the difference in the pulse distributions. Although a systematic calculation would require complex convo-

lutions of the particle and velocity distributions, the task is simplified thanks to the experimental time resolution. As illustrated420

in Fig. 2, particles in the lamina do not travel at uniform velocity, nor do they always have the maximum flow velocity within

the chamber. However, given the chamber residence time, the potential differences within the lamina and between the lamina

and the maximum flow velocity would result in a spread of arrival times of less than the 1 s CPC time resolution. This means

that, for measurement purposes, the lamina velocity can be considered constant. In addition, the input and output pulses should

be identical, and only diluted and shifted in time to achieve ideal lamina flow within the instrument resolution. Moreover, this425

allows us to utilize the onset of each CPCout pulse to represent particles that have travelled through the sample chamber within

the sample lamina. Following Eq. 1, the total integrated particle loss can be calculated as,

PLtot =

∫ end

0
CPCin −

∫ end

0
CPCout∫ end

0
CPCin

, (2)

where the pulse is integrated from the onset (0) until concentrations return to pre-pulse values (end), as shown in Fig. 11b. A

percentage delayed fraction DF can then be calculated,430

DF=

∫ peak

0
Delayed∫ peak

0
CPCin

× 100, (3)

where
∫ peak

0
Delayed is calculated as,

peak∫
0

Delayed= (

peak∫
0

CPCin −
peak∫
0

CPCout)× (1−PLtot). (4)

When the delayed quantity DF is calculated for the five presented pulse pairs, an average of 9.1 % of particles are found to

be delayed, with a minimum of 8.0 % and a maximum of 11.1 %, which is two times lower than the ratio of delayed particles435

reported by Garimella et al. (2017) when they conducted similar pulse experiments with ZINC and SPIN. While these numbers

are only valid at the experimental conditions used here, they represent the most turbulent achievable conditions obtained with

typical flow rates. Furthermore, following the assumption that for each pulse, the particle onset represents particles that travelled

within the lamina, it is then likely that delayed particles were dispersed towards the regions of lower velocity, which are also the

regions with lower RHi than the lamina (Fig. 2). The delayed particles are therefore less likely to initiate nucleation, especially440

in deposition mode. In other words, the small percentage of delayed particles that travel outside the lamina are unlikely to affect

experimental results by showing a pre-activation, but may lead to an underestimation of the INP concentrations proportional to

the fraction of particles delayed (Fig. 10).
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4.3 Temperature control

The chamber wall temperatures control both Tlam and RHi,lam. Variations and uncertainties in the wall temperatures propagate445

through the chamber(s) and can result in variability in the sample conditions, affecting parameters such as particle activation

and calculation of uncertainties. Diagnosing unexpected (in)activation of particles and spurious INP counts relies on reliable

temperature stability and well-resolved wall temperature monitoring. To achieve this, current PINCii models include a high

spatial distribution of 58 Type-K thermocouples that monitor temperatures at 1Hz (Fig. 1). This leads to a high spatial resolution

of the temperature distribution along the chamber and allows us to quantitatively assess the range of deviation. The high450

spatial resolution temperature monitoring can also be used to carefully assess forcing extremes (cf., §3.3). In Fig. 12, the

standard errors of Tlam and RHi,lam calculated from wall temperature profiles measured over the full operational range of PINCii

are presented. The standard errors were calculated using temperature measurements made during the previously presented

experiments of droplet nucleation (Fig. 4), homogeneous freezing (Figs. 7 & A1) and particle loss (Fig. 10). The Tlam and

RHi,lam were calculated for each temperature measurement along the chamber walls before calculating the standard errors of455

the obtained values. The standard errors were then inserted into an empty RHi,lam, Tlam coordinate matrix, and missing points are

calculated using a nearest neighbors linear interpolation. Results show that uncertainties in RHi,lam are most important at Tlam <

-40 ◦C and RHi,lam > 140 % where the standard error can exceed 2 %. On the other hand, uncertainties in Tlam are most apparent

at warm temperatures (Tlam > -25 ◦C), where the standard error can exceed 0.35 ◦C. The lamina uncertainties are primarily

the result of temperature inhomogeneities on the chamber walls caused by strong cooling near the coolant injection points.460

PINCii was designed with multiple injection points in order to minimize these effects, but our results show that improvements

are still needed. Nevertheless, our results also emphasize the advantages of having a high spatial temperature resolution to

help identify and potentially correct temperature heterogeneity during experiments. Note that the uncertainties presented here

only account for the spatial variations in temperature measured by the thermocouples distributed along the chamber walls, and

do not account for the other measurements uncertainties (e.g., thermocouple uncertainty or uncertainty related to flow rate,465

pressure, etc.). Thus, the results presented here represent ideal (minimum) uncertainties. The actual measurement uncertainties

are higher, highly dependent on the operating mode used, and their calculations are not easy to generalize. Although such

calculations are not further explored in this work, some methods have been developed, such as the Monte-Carlo approach

taken in Richardson (2009).
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Figure 12. Standard error of (a) RHi,lam and (b) Tlam calculated from the scanning done during droplet nucleation (Fig. 4), homogeneous

freezing (Figs. 7 & A1) and particle loss (Fig. 10) experiments. The theoretical curves for water saturation (solid black line) and homogeneous

freezing (dashed black line, calculated with ∆aw = 0.2946 following Koop et al. (2000b)) are added for supplementary information.

5 Conclusions470

This study presents the design, working principles, and operating capabilities of the newly developed PINCii. Experimental

results are used to assess the system operation and quantify system uncertainty. The upgraded capabilities of PINCii relative to

most previous generations of deployable CFDCs are highlighted.

Engineering upgrades to the design include an elongated main chamber that enables a longer aerosol residence time (≈15

s) and therefore enhanced nucleation and growth. This may be helpful for experiments performed at cold temperatures (T475

≲−45◦C) where ice crystals may not grow to size thresholds commonly used for ice detection (Fig. 7; Welti et al., 2020). An
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elongated evaporation section improves phase differentiation and thus results in more reliable data output at water-saturated

conditions.

In addition to its cascade cooling system, PINCii has a large array of wall mounted heating pads. Our results suggest that

PINCii, coupled with the evaporation section whose temperature can be controlled independently and thus wherein a temper-480

ature gradient can also be maintained, has the potential to be used to study droplet activation processes at low temperatures.

This feature can also be used for ice nucleation experiments below water saturation (homogeneous freezing of solutions or

deposition freezing), where phase differentiation is not necessary.

PINCii has a dense thermocouple network embedded within all chamber walls (Fig. 1) that offers reliable monitoring of

wall temperatures and is used to analyze data from homogeneous freezing experiments in new ways. We find that measured485

homogeneous freezing onsets agree better with the theoretical onset from Koop et al. (2000b) when using the most extreme

lamina conditions present within the chamber (greatest RHi,lam), representing conditions most likely to trigger ice nucleation

(Figs. 7c & A1).

The Rogers (1988) thermodynamic model has been updated to account for the ice layers coating the chamber walls. The

update shifts the predicted Tlam, RHlam and flow profile across the chamber, and deviations up to 1 ◦C in Tlam are found when490

compared to the model output absent condensed ice layers. In addition, the updated model predicts a laminar flow profile with

negligible flow reversal when accounting for the ice layers.

Results from a sequence of experiments show good agreement with applicable theories or previous studies and are summa-

rized in Fig. 13. In this figure, the activation onset obtained for each experiments is represented. For the homogeneous freezing

experiments (200 nm NaCl and 200 nm natural salt sample from Qaidam basin, China in Fig. 13), the ice nucleation onset was495

defined as the median of the inflection points obtained for each activation curve as done in Fig 7 (see A1 for more information).

For the heterogeneous freezing experiments with 200 nm NX-illite particles, the ice nucleation onset was defined as AF=1 %

to compare our results to Welti et al. (2009). When the AF could not be calculated because the experiments did not include

running a CPC in parallel to PINCii, the activation onset was defined as a fixed value. For the droplet formation experiments

conducted with ambient polydisperse particles, the onset was defined as the ratio of activated droplets equal to 0.1 (see Droplet500

nucleation in Fig. 13). For the droplet breakthrough experiments, the onset was defined as 1 droplet·cm−3. Fig. 13 also shows

the results of the deliquescence experiments conducted with 200 nm NaCl particles at both -35 and -36 ◦C. Overall, results

show that droplet formation, deliquescence, homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing onsets were observed at the predicted

conditions (Köhler, 1936; Koop et al., 2000a, b; Welti et al., 2009).
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Figure 13. Overview of the ice nucleation onsets measured during homogeneous freezing experiments (diamonds; also in Figs. 7c and A1)

and heterogeneous freezing experiments (squares; also in Fig. 8), as well as results from NaCl deliquescence experiments (red circles; also in

Fig. 5), droplet nucleation experiments (blue circles; also in Fig. 4) and droplet breakthrough experiments (red triangles; also in Fig. 6). The

theoretical curves for water saturation (solid black line), homogeneous freezing (dashed black line, calculated with ∆aw = 0.2946 following

Koop et al. (2000b)) and NaCl deliquescence (red dashed line, digitized from Koop et al. (2000a)) were added for supplementary information.

Error bars representing the standard errors in Tlam and RHi,lam were added on a selection of data points covering each experiment.

PINCii is a flexible instrument able to reach a wide range of thermodynamic conditions (Fig. 3 (b)) and capable of conducting505

nucleation experiments in both ice and liquid phase. The analysis of the main instrumental uncertainties highlights that PINCii

can operate with very low background signal and minimal particle losses (Figs. 9 & 10). This means that PINCii is suited for

sampling low INP concentrations (< 10 #/L).
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Appendix A
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Figure A1. Homogeneous freezing of 200 nm particles generated from a natural salt sample collected in the Qaidam basin, China. Note that,

due to an instrumental malfunction, the CPC was not running and thus the AF could not be calculated for this experiment. The concentration

of aerosols with dp ≥ 3 µm is plotted as a function of the average Tlam and the maximum RHi,lam, and the color scale is used to represent

changes in the concentration. The white region in the color bars represents the ice nucleation onset which was estimated using the median

of the inflection points obtained for each activation curve (see A1 for more information). The theoretical curves for water saturation (solid

black line) and homogeneous freezing (dashed black line, calculated with ∆aw = 0.2946, Koop et al., 2000b) were added for supplementary

information.

A1 Estimation of the ice nucleation onsets510

Here we describe the method followed to estimate the ice nucleation onsets represented as the white region in the color bars of

Fig.7. First the activation curves were resampled and averaged using a 10-point moving average (circles in Fig.A2a). Then a

Gaussian filter was used on the resampled and averaged data to obtain a continuous, smooth curve (solid blue line in Fig.A2a)

from which the second derivative was calculated (orange dashed line in Fig.A2a). The inflection point was then defined as the

maximum of the second derivative (vertical dashed line in Fig.A2a). This procedure was applied to each activation curve of the515

experiment as shown in Fig.A2b, and finally the median of the inflection points was calculated and used as an estimate of the

ice nucleation onset in Fig.7.
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Figure A2. a) Example of activation curve obtained during the RH ramp conducted at -43 ◦C, where the colored circles represent the

data after it was resampled and averaged using a 10-point moving average. The solid blue line represents the Gaussian filter applied to the

resampled data and the orange dashed line represents the normalized second derivative calculated from the Gaussian filter. The inflection

point, highlighted with the vertical dashed line, was defined as the maximum of the normalized second derivative. b) All activation curves

obtained during the experiments, with the black circles representing the inflection points obtained for each curve and the blue dashed line

representing the median of these inflection points.

A2 Ice crystal growth

Ice crystal growth is determined using the approach presented in Welti et al. (2020), which is based on the mass growth rate of

ice crystals given in Rogers and Yau (1989) and the simplifying assumption of spherical ice crystals:520

r =

√
r20 +2 ·α · Si − 1

ρi · (Fk +Fd)
· tres, (A1)

with the time-dependent ice crystal radius r, the seed particle radius r0, the mass accommodation coefficient α, the saturation

ratio with respect to ice Si, the mass density of ice ρi, and the residence time in the chamber tres. Fk = ( Ls

RvT
− 1) · Ls

KT with

the latent heat of sublimation Ls, the individual gas constant for water vapor Rv, and the the thermal conductivity of moist

air K. Fd = RvT
Dvpsat,i

with the diffusivity of water vapor in air Dv, and the saturation vapor pressure over ice psat,i. The values525

of the aforementioned variables were determined according to the respective references in Welti et al. (2020), except for Rv,

which was determined from Skrotzki et al. (2013). It should be noted that the mass accommodation coefficient α represents

the largest uncertainty in calculating the ice crystal diameter. Skrotzki et al. (2013) report a range of 0.2 – 1 for α at T = 190 -

235 K. We chose α = 0.3 in order to make the results comparable to Burkert-Kohn et al. (2017), who present ice crystal growth

calculations for PINCii’s predecessor PINC and use α = 0.3.530
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Figure A3. Ice crystal growth calculations for the typical residence time of 15 s in PINCii following Welti et al. (2020), and using a mass

accommodation coefficient of 0.3 and initial seed particle diameter of 200 nm. Line markers (x) are spaced at 2% RHi increments.
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